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The interfaces which separate the phases in chemical ope rator 
units have recently attracted considerable attent ion beca use of the ir impor
ta nce in determining the mechanical, chemical and mass-transfer behaviour of 
the reacting systems. Know ledge of interfacia l properties is essential to the 
process of theoretic al modelling nnd impro vement of chemical reactors e mploy
ing m~l~ iphase fl ows. · 

' Th'2 first use oi' int rins ic su rface characteri stics in a mechanica l model was 
probably Lo;cl I\eiv in's [ 11 cisc overy of the major role played by surface ten
s ton in d:::uiping s urface ripp les. 1'/easure ment of ripples continues to be used 
today as an experimenta l techn ique for surface t ens•on. Boussin esq [2] later 
assigned a dilational surface viscosit y to a surface in an attempt to resolve 
th e disagreement between the calculated and m.casured ve locity of a falling 
liquid . drop in another. resting liqu id. Scrive n [3 ] proposed a two-dimensional 
Newt onian f lui :J model to describe the rheologic al prop2rti es of a surface. Hi s 
model contains two surface viscos ities: the surface shear and dila tional visco
s ity. The genera lizati on of the surf<"<ce model was extended even furthe r to in
cl ude elasti:: [4] and non-Newtonian effects [5] . (In most of the SCJ-called non-New 
tonian effects, however, the app arent lack of adherence to the Newtonian mo 
del v;as actunliy due to t l:e drpendence of s urf a::e t ension on changes o i t he 
co::centration of adsorbed surfact ant (see discussion in [6])). 

The measur2n1ent of surhce shear viscosi ty has proved fairly simple. since 
in one-dimensional she~r flow, the surface tension do es not contribu te to th e 
s tresses [7, 8]. Dil ational flow, ho wev er, has proven t o be more intractable. In 
this case t he surface tens ion g radient acts in conjunction with the viscous di la
tional force and exerts a more sign if icant influence on flow patterns. The esti
mation of the surface dilational v-isc osity can thus be completely compromised, 
especially when th e s urfactant is soluble so that the surface tension acts as a 
dam per. 

Unlike shear fiows, there exists no simple OI!e-dimensional steady-sta te 
bulk flow able to prov ide a dilation on the surface. Among the two-dimension
al steady-state bu lk flows are thin fil ms [ 10] and falling jets [ 11]. Unfortunate
ly, th ese are quasi-stecdy fl ows and a re 11nstable under cert ai n cond it ions. In addi 
tion th ei r theoretical modelling is not yet completed, rend e ring them unus able as 
visc ometri }: ex periments . Therefore, attenti on has focused on one-dimensional , but 
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unsteady flows, which are represented mainly by the flow :>ssociated with the 
propagation of longitudinal wave on a surface I 12]. 

It seems important to devise a two-dimens ional steady-state bulk flow to 
measure the dilational surface viscosity. The present paper deals with the 
theo ry of such:flow. The proposed flow is stable, steady and easily handled 
experimentally. 

I. Governing Equations for a Plane Surface 

Consider the surface of a surfactant solution. The mass balance 
equation hr the surfactant at the surface is 

(1.1) 
()r .... , • 
ar+ dlv(vl) = J(C, T), 

__, 
where 7:1 is the surface velocity, c the bulk concentration of the surfactant 
and j (c, r) is the rate of so rption process. The momentum balance equation 
can be written as [3): 

(1.2) 

where Os is the surface density. a is the surface tension, %
1 is the surface dila

tional viscosity and % is the surface shear viscosity, and Fdr is the drag force 
exerted on the surface from the bulle The term involving density in (1.2) can 
be neglected since !!s P-"" 10- o g j crn2. 

We consider the limiting case \vhere sorption process in controlling ~111d 
assume that the Langmuir ad sorpt ion law holds, as is suggested in [13]: 

j(c,l') = A1c(ci'"" - T')-A2T, 

where A, is the adsorption rate constant, A2 is the desorption rate constant 
and r 00 is the surface concentration corresponding to an infinite value for the 
bulk concent ration. If the chnge of r and c is small, one can linearize (1.1 ) 
as follows : 

(1.3) 

where l, = f - r0 and c = c-c0• The term with the bulk concentration can be 
neglected only when 

The last condition is sat isfied fo r sufficiently high bulk concentration c0 , when 
the surface conc entration r0 approaches T""' This is then the most useful 
case. 

The surface tension is related to the surface concentration through the 
equation of state a= a(T'). Linearizing the equstion of state gives: 

- do / - r 
(a - a0)-(r-T0 )d1, ', , - -I,--- E~; , 

11=1 0 0 
( 1.4) 
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where £ 0 = -r0g~o is call ed Gibb's elasticity. Making use of (1.3) and (1.4) 

one find s 

( 1.5) aa ..L - Eo div ;, at I a - Atco+Ao 

This result asserts that, under the above assumptions the surface exhibits an 
apparent Maxwellian viscoelasti c behaviour with a relaxtion timet, = 1j(A 1c0 + A2) . 

When the surface motion has only one nonzero velocity component v_,. 
and none of the variables depends on coordinate y, then eq. ( 1.2) reduces to: 

Eq. (1..5) qi ves 

( ') d2vx F do 0 
r. + r. dx2 + dr + dx = · 

and the simpl e substitution in the above equality yields 

d~v 
(r. + r.' + 'Yictt)d /-+ Fdr =0, x-

I Eo w 1ere 'Yic tt = 1 + 
4 

is usually called the "compositional" dilational viscosity 
/ tCo • 2 

It is convenient to introduce 17 =r. +r.' + 'YJctt and to name it "net" dilational 
viscosity. Finally, the governing equation for one-dimensional steady surface 
motion can be rewritten in the form: 

(1.6) 

where the subscrip t x of the velocity component is omitted for the sake of 
brevity. 

It is evident that neither of the viscosity coefficients pla ys an independ
ent role. Rather, their sum, the "net" viscosity is used in the equation of 
motion. The present paper deals with that "net" coeffici ent. 

II. Description of the Method and Coordinates 

Consider a rectangular cavity filled with an incompressible Newtonian 
fluid. A cylind er with a radius a is submerged in the liquid with its axis pa
rallel the y-axis and is set in motion with an angular velocity Q, as shown in 
Fig. 1. It is assumed that the distance : between the top of the cylinder and 
the free surface d is much less than the radius of the cylinder a, 

d<;a. 

This assumption assures that the flo w in the vicinity of point 0 will not be 
significantly affected by t he wall. 

The most convenient coordinates to describe the region between a flat 
surface and a circular cylinder are the bipolar coordinates a and {J , which re
late to the Cartesian coordinates x , z as follows: 

(2.1) 
sh p sin a 

Z =Schp-cos a and ·X= S ch {J- cosa' 
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A detailed description of the bipolar coordinates with application to slow vis
cous motions can be found in [ 15]. Bipolar coordinates are convenient for 
this case, because both the cylinder and the surface are coordinate lines with 
the surface represented by {J=O and the cylinder by {J = e. e and s can be ex
pressed in terms of a and d as follows : 

(2.2) t=arc sh ( ~) and s = Jd(d +2a). When d~a 

eqs. (2.2) can be approximated as follows: 

(2.3) <-=~2: """~ 1 and s= V2da . 

The region around point 0, in which the disturbances due to the presen

ce of walls are negligible, can be specified as ; :;,_:; a ;;; 
3~'. The value a = ;r 

corresponds to the point 0 itself, while the curves a = ; and a = 
3
; are the 

two halfs of the circle with a center at point 0 and radius s. It is obvious 

that : =~2: =e, i. e. the prescribed region occupies a share proportional to 

the small parameter e; in terms of variable x, it is the interval - s<x:::;;s. 

Ill. Fluid Flow between the Rotating Cylinder 
and the Surface for Which Velocity is Prescribed 

The set of two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations and the con
tinuity equation can be rendered in terms of the non-dimensional stream func
tion 1fl and the vorticity t; as functions of the bipolar coordinates a and fJ: 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

where Re = ~~
2 

is the Reynolds number. The velocity components are related to the 

stream function 1fl as follows : 

(3 3) ( k ihp ) iJ,p . Va=aQ c {J-cosa) iJfJ' v 11 = - aQ(ck{J - cosa -a;; . 

The presence of the small parameter <- in the system (3.1 ). (3.2) allows 

one to disregard some of the terms in these equations. The derivatives :fJ are 

of order o( +) at the time when :a is of unit order, making latter term ne

gligible in comparison with the former. Moreover, the left-hand side of (3.1) 

is of order 0 ( ~-) while the right-hand side is of O(Re), because the nondi

mensional ·tp and l; are of unit order. Assuming now that Reynolds number is 
also of unit order, the two equations (3.1 ), (3.2) can be reduced asymptotically 
to the following equation : 

(3.4) iJ''I' (1 - ros a)2 iJ "j4 = Re. O(e2), 
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w.1ere fj = (J js. In addition, ch (J ~ 1 + O(e~) when .B~e. If e<J<{ l, or, in other 
words, if 2d<{a, then t he right-hand side of (3.4) can be neglected . Practically 
speaking, it is reasonable to require th at d :<; 0.02a, so that eq. (3.4) finally 
reduces to 

(3.5) i) l ,p = 0 
ap• . 

The boundary co ndit ions for th is equation are : 

(3.6) ( 1 O'J' - via) iJ,p - cos a) --= = V = - and (1 - cos a) - =0 at (3 = 0, 
dp aU ~ 

where ·v(a) is the as yet unkn own surface velocity, and; 

a~ a~ -( I - eos a) ·-co- c-= 1 and (1 - cos a) ~ = 0 at (J = 1 
~ = 

(fJ = s). (3.7) 

It can be shown that the solution of the boundary value problem 
(3.5) - (3.7) is 

(.1.8) 1J1 = (fd [ !+V{a) _ _ 2Ml- f12 [ l +2v(a) - 3M] + fJ V{a) 
~t l -cos a s 1- cosa l-cosa 

Here, M is aP unknown numbe r which represents the value of the nondimen
sional stream fun ction at the cylinder. The val lle of 1p at the free surface is 
alread y taken 1p = 0. The constant M appears in the solution because the 
region of integration is not single-connected. It is well known that in double
connected regions the eq uati ons of Navier-Stokes possess mo re than one solu
tion. However, only one of the solutions is continuous, and M here is to be 
determined through the requirement that it be a single-valued solution for the 
oressure, i. e. that t he press ure should be a pe riodic fun ction of a. Consider 
ing the Navier-stokes equat ion for the a component of the velocity, and neglect 
ing the terms of higher ord er one obtains : 

op 11-Qa ()3'1' 
(3.9) (1 - cosa) oa = -s-(1- cos a)S a{J~ . 

2n 

When the pressure is a periodic funct ion , then 0 = J :: da , which yields 
I) 

2n 

(3.1 0a) J[(l +.;)( l - cosa)2 - 2M( I -ros a)3] da=O. 
0 

The last relat ion leads to th2 follo wing: 
., 
-:r 

(3 .1 0b) 3 Is-M = jQ + fO ·v (a)(l - cos a)2da. 
u 

It is curious to note that in t ile case of an immobile surface, whe n v(a) =O 
the tota l nondimensional flux is M = 0.3. For the pure-water surface, when 

~;~ · = 0, one find s M = 0.6, i. e. the flu x is two times greater. 
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Now, th e drag force exerted from the bulk on the surface can be calcu-
1 nteJ a . .:; f oll o\\'S : 

Fdr={t aa~" ( 1 -~osa )I =,uQ~(l-cosa)2 at,,., . 
I' s JP=O s a(J2 p=O 

Substituting !:ere the expression for tp}yields : 

(3.11) F tJDa(l )'l l-i-2v 9 3 Jz,. -( \( l , l dr=- -cos a " . -
10 
--

10 
v a; -cos a)2 a a . 

S . 1 - LOS u n 
0 

It is now convenient to represent the drag force in terms of the car te
sian variable x. Indeed, at (J =O (t he surface) the following connection be tween 
x, a holds : 

X sin a x~-s:? da 
l -cosu' COSa= x2 -+s2 and dx= - S I -eos<: -

s 

Then, since s=sja, one obtains 

(3.12) I 
00 

4s~ x 2 +s~ 3 • 
Fdr=,ua ( ., , .,_., - -2 :,- [aQ+2v(x)J -9j10aQ+ -10 j 

x- -rs-;- s- -•. 
-oo 

IV. The Equation of Surface Motion and the Relation 
for Estimating the Surface Viscosity 

Formula (3.12) can be substituted into the equation of · surface 
motion (1.6), ~s fo llows : 

I 00 I d2v 4s2 x2 +s2 _ 9 , 3 · 8s5y(x) 
(4.1) 17 d---:;+,ua ( _, , ")" - ? - , [aQ +2·t{x)] - -10 aD -, 1-iL. j (, T d x = 0. x- x- -r s- " _s·· · v n x- + s- ·• 

-oo 

It is convenient to rewr ite (4.1 ) in nondimensional form, 

( 1.2) 
17S2 d2v 4 x2 + J -:- 9 12 VdX 

r 00 l - - + - - 1 +?v - - - -.L - --- = 0 
,,a dx2 (x~+ J )2 L 2 ( . -) 10 'i:m L (K'2+ 1)a ' 

where x = sx and ·v = aDv. 
Obviously, the region around point 0 is represented by x E [ - 1, 1 ]. In 

;::dd ition, a nondimensional viscosity is defined as ), = ' i
52

, which is the only 
,ua 

pa rameter of eq. ( 4.2) ! The latter can not be solved without boundary condi
tions; unfo rtunately, bound ary conditions can be obtained only afte r matching 
to the "inner" solution in the asymptotic scheme adopted here. The "inner" 
solution is that in the region nea r a = O and o. = 2n. The exact form of the 
"inner" solut ion can be specified only by means of calculations whi ch are of 
the same !eve} of complexity as the full problem itself, dispelling all the advan
tages of the simple soluti o11 of t he prev ious sect ion. Mo reover , in order to 
es timate the quant ity i., one need not find the solution of ( 4.2); it is enough, 
rather, to measure the veloc ity v at certain points in tb ~ region around point 
0 and to turn ( 4.2) into an equation for 2, rather than v . The only obstacle 
to this strategy is the integral term in ( 4.2), which requires a knowledge of 
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wv( x) on the entire interval (- oo , oo ). After some obvious manipulations, ho
e 1 er, eq. ( 4.2) yields : 

_!:__ _!!_ (x2 + J )2 d2~ + d_ [g_:_+ __! )(1 + 2vL ] = o: 
4 dx d x~ dx 2 

It is easy to show that 

c 4.3) ..!__[4x(x2+ I) d2~ +(x2+ 1 )2 ~: -v J + x(I +2v)+(x2+ 1> tv_ =o. 
4 dx~ dx3 dx 

Since the velocity v(x) is an even function, one can represent it in a 
Taylor series only with even powers of x: 

Then 

and 
d3v - d41i ! 
-== X --= ··- + . , , • 
dxa d x~ .• = 0 

As has been mentioned above, point 0 is represented by x = 0. An eva
luation of ( 4.2) limited to the vicinity around point 0 can be accomplished 
using only the first terms of the a Jove Taylor representations, yielding 

;. [1.xc.x2+ 1{~ 1- +x(x2 + 1)2~~ 1-- ]= - x(l + 2v) - ;:c~2 + 1{~ . 
dx2 x=O dxl 1-'=<l dx-

It i> e;Uent that x can be cancelled fnm both sides of this equality, , i. e. 

Taking here the limit x----.0, the following equation for }. is found: 

( 4.4) 
J+2v(oJ+ d2~ /-

• dX" x =O 
1. ==- ' 

~~u I + _!_ d4u I 
d.X'l r=u 4 11.;.i x:~=o 

- -
where x and v are the nondimensional surface coo rdinate and surface velocity 
respectively. 

For the practical estimation of i., it is necessary to measure the velocity 
at a minimum of three surface points, including the origin 0 , represented by 

v0 = v(O), v1 =v(h) and v2 = V(2h), 

where h is a small value in comparison with unity . The symmetry of v adds 
the following relations: 
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v_ 1=v (- h) = :VC.h)=V1 and v _2= v(- 2h)= v(2h )= v2. 

So far, the derivatives of v employed in (4.4) can be expressed approximately 
as follows 

and 

d~ I = v_2- ·lv_1 +16v0 -4v1 + v~+ O(/z2) = 2(v2 - 4~1 + 3v0) + O(h2). 

dx! x =O h h 

Then (4.4) transforms to: 

(4.5) 

which allows an estimation of A. from the velocity measurements. If a greater 
accuracy is required, then further velocity measurements must be performed. For 
example, incorporating the values of v(3h) and v ( 4h) yields an accuracy of 
order O(h4) in formula ( 4.5). 

V. Conclusions 

In the present work, the viscous flow around a long cylinder 
of radius a immersed along distance d under a free surface has been investi
gated. An approximate solution of the Navier- Stokes equations with an arbi
trary surface velocity as a boundary condition has been found when d<:<{a. On 
the basis of this solution, the drag force exerted on the surface from the bulk 
has been calculated and thus a closed equation for the surface motion void of 
any bulk variables has been derived . The surface has been presumed to be a 
Newtonian two-dimensional liquid with intrinsic shear and dilational viscosity. 
Assuming also that there is adsorption- · 
controlled mass interchange between the 
surface and the bulk, the surface tension 
has been shown to act as an additional 
resistance to the dilational strains. As a 
result, the equation of surface motion con
s ists of only one parameter: the "net" 
dilational viscosity rJ· Th.ough this equation 
ha s not been solved, due to the absence 
of boundary conditions in the adopted 
asymptot ic scheme, it has been shown to 
be useful as a relation for the dilational
viscosity coefficient rJ when the surface 
velocity is thought of as a known function. 
A practical method for making this esti
mate has been outlined, based on an appro-
ximation of the equation for surface motion. ·· .:::::: .?;:.-,-::;::. .. ,.,;/ ... ,; .. ·: .. , .,,,;./ .... /., 

The proposed method for estimating 
the "net" coefficient of dilational viscosity Fig . 1 



can be used if the measures of the apparatus (fig. l) obey the foll owing 
li mitati•Jns : 
(i) The thickness d cf ~ he liq uid layer between the cy linder and the sur

face is less than U.ULa, where a is the cylinder rac' ius. 
(ii) The Reynolds number Da2 jv is of unit orde r. Here· D is the angular ve

locity of the revolv ing cylind er and v is the bulk kinemati c coefficient 
of viscosity. 

(iii) The velocity measurements are tal<e n in th ~ region 1 x ls; J2ad around 
the poin t of sy milletry 0 , because the proposed equa tion is v:Jlid only 
within that region . 

( i v) If formula ( 4.4) is chose n as an app roxim atl~ basis for csti mation, then 
the step of numerical differentiation h lws to be much smaller than J2ad 
(at a minimum, h ~--: 0.05{2ad). 

Rcceivi!.L 10. 03. 1981 
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